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The June 28 News Summary contained the following note:

-- Richard Wilson takes VP Agnew to task for his references to McG's past support for Henry Wallace. Wilson says Wallace voted for RN in '60 and, if alive, "would be leading the cheering section today for RN's detente with SU and PRC." --

Referring to the above, it was noted that Wallace's comment on his voting for the President in 1960 was too far in the past to have much clout and, in addition, some might think that it's George Wallace.

cc: H.R. Haldeman
    Alexander P. Butterfield
    Pat Buchanan
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
June 27, 1972

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. CHUCK COLSON
FROM: BRUCE KEHLER
SUBJECT: Economy

The June 27 News Summary contained the following note on an Eric Sevareid commentary:

"Inflation may be tougher than VN to solve, said Sevareid then pointing to an interesting Sun survey showing the economy at top of voter's concerns."

Referring to the underlined portion of the above, it was noted that it is our job to get our issue at the top of their concern.

cc: H.R. Haldeman
    Alexander P. Butterfield
    Pat Buchanan